
Emerson Middle School Integrated Lesson Form 
Title: Week 9: 14-15 
Lesson Description: Review 

Educator Name: Elena Mackey 
A+ School: EMS 
Grade level/subject area: 7th Grade Science 

Curriculum & 
Arts 

Overarching Concept: Genetic Inheritance and Natural Selection 
Essential Question(s) and/or Focus Question(s): 
 
How does a beneficial mutation influence the future of a species? 
 
What is genetic Inheritance? 
How do living things inherit traits? 
How does the environment  affect phenotype? 
How do living things adapt to their environment? 
 
 
 
Disciplines Addressed:                                           21st Century 
skills: 
__dance             __music             _x_visual arts         _x_creativity 
__drama             _x_reading           _x_writing              _x_problem 
solving 
_X_language arts _x_science           __other: 
_x_technology 
_x_math              __social studies 
_x_collaboration 
Curricular connections/instructional objectives: (state standards, 
etc.) MS LS 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6 

Enriched 
Assessment 

Ways to assess/evaluate students’ understanding during and at 
the conclusion of the lesson  
Formative: 
Students will answer bellwork questions that relate to our topic. 
 
Students will participate in the PTC lab and experience genetic 
variation among their peers 
 
Students will create a comic strip to demonstrate their knowledge 
of Natural selection. 
. 
 
 



Summative:  
Students will use all that they have learned about natural selection 
to create a comic strip of the process. They will also explain how 
their comic strip fits with adaptation and inheritance. 
 
 
Note any unexpected outcomes with students and how they 
affected next steps: 

Collaboration How will collaboration be used: (between students, fellow 
teachers, or anyone with potential expertise):  
 
Students will share their knowledge with each other through this 
week’s interactive video questions. 
 
Students will work in groups to create their comic strips. 
I will seek feedback from my mentor about my lesson plans. 
 
 
 
 

Multiple 
Learning 
Pathways 

Multiple Intelligences addressed within lesson: (check all that 
apply) 
__bodily/kinesthetic                             __musical-rhythmic 
_x_interpersonal                                   _x_naturalist 
_x_Intrapersonal                                   _x_veral-linguistic 
_x_logical-mathematical                       _x_visual spatial 

Infrastructure Classroom Infrastructure/Setup: 
Timeframe (example: length of unit, number and length of 
lesson(s): 
Space: 
Material: 
Resources/books/websites/other information sources: 
Textbook, Google Classroom, Youtube video, PTC lab and PTC 
paper 
 
Monday  
Bellwork:  (7 min) 

A. How are genes and traits related? (P 326)   1-2  sentences  
B. Explain the difference between an inherited and an 

acquired trait (P 325) 1-2 sentences 
Recap video 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uHSx9zObyC0 (4 min) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uHSx9zObyC0


Define Essential Vocab (12 min) Take for grade 
Acquired vs inherited traits example slide show (10 minutes) 
Student assignment 

1. Define the words acquired and inherited. 
2. Draw or find 3 images of inherited and 3 acquired traits. 
3. Below each image, explain how you know whether each 

trait is inherited or acquired. (20 min)  
Exit: One thing I don’t understand is ___________. (5 min) 
 
Tuesday  
 
Bellwork (7min) 
 How is meiosis related to genetic inheritance P 326 (7 min) 
Genetic traits PTC video 8 min 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pv3Kj0UjiLE 
PTC lab 20 min 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1s2p-VB5DZ701U8H7MfSy5
LjCtnHaJYeWRmYLtPMn9gs/edit?usp=sharing 
 
 
Wednesday 
Bellwork: (10 min) 

A. Think of a time you have had to adapt to a hard situation. 
Explain how you adapted.( 1-2 sentences) 

B. Why is it important for living things to be able to adapt? 
 

Galapogo’s finch video/ Questions 20 min 
https://www.biointeractive.org/classroom-resources/interactive-que
stions-natural-selection-and-adaptation 
 
Graphic organizer 20 min 
 

1. Read page 328 
2. Create a graphic organizer and write phenotype in the 

center circle 
3. Create four spokes with four circles 
4. In three of the circles write a physical factor that affects 

phenotype and draw a picture to illustrate each factor 
5. In the fourth circle write a social factor that affects 

phenotype and draw an illustration 
Above level: research your own factor and add it to your chart. 
Exit Draw an example of adaptation from today’s lesson 
 
Thursday 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pv3Kj0UjiLE
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1s2p-VB5DZ701U8H7MfSy5LjCtnHaJYeWRmYLtPMn9gs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1s2p-VB5DZ701U8H7MfSy5LjCtnHaJYeWRmYLtPMn9gs/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.biointeractive.org/classroom-resources/interactive-questions-natural-selection-and-adaptation
https://www.biointeractive.org/classroom-resources/interactive-questions-natural-selection-and-adaptation


Bellwork:  10 min 
What do the words Natural Selection mean to you?  
How do the words adaptation and natural selection fit together? 
(write your answer down and share with a partner.) 
 
Interactive Notes (20 min) 
 
Pocket Mouse HHMI video 
https://www.biointeractive.org/classroom-resources/interactive-que
stions-natural-selection-and-adaptation 
 
 
Exit:On their paper students will respond to the question: How is 
meiosis connected to genetic inheritance? (5 min) 
 
 
Friday (7 min) 
Describe an event that would be random if it were to happen 
during a school day.  
 
Now think of an event that would not be random if it happened 
during the school day. 
 
Natural Selection Comic Strip (35 min) 
 

A. The comic can either depict a natural selection event in 
nature or one that happens in our society( for example an 
athletic competition) 

B. The comic must have at least three panels 
C. Each panel must have a colored image 
D. Each panel must have at least one conversation bubble. 
E. On the back explain how your comic represented natural 

selection. In your explanation you must use the words 
adaptation, variation fitness and (mutation if it applies) 

 
 

Experiential 
Learning & 
Climate 

Steps/Process: (You may share by using this form, video, 
photostory, powerpoint, etc.) Please attach rubric, checklist or 
other assessment tool, if applicable. 

https://www.biointeractive.org/classroom-resources/interactive-questions-natural-selection-and-adaptation
https://www.biointeractive.org/classroom-resources/interactive-questions-natural-selection-and-adaptation


ISTE 
standards 

Check all that apply: 
_x_Empowered learner                               _x_Digital citizen 
_x_Knowledge constructor                          __Innovative designer 
_x_Computational thinker                           _x_Creative 
communicator 
__Global collaborator 

  

 


